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ABSTRACT 

In today's environment where the electronic commerce becomes more and more 

available and important, a case-based reasoning (CBR) is one of the widely used 

techniques in product searching and sales selection process. As it becomes more popular, 

the library scale of the CBR system is also growing. Theoretically, large scale of library 

will impact the overall efficiency of the system in term of searching, retrieving data as 

well as storing new cases. 

As a result, a maintenance so called case-based maintenance is required in order 

to prevent any effect from having large database. However, the reducing amount of case 

library must be done carefully in order not to produce any damage to the system's 

objectives and overall accuracy. Some previous researches usually maintain the case 

library by focusing only either on the performance or the competency of the case-based 

system. But in electronic shop, removal of case library needs to concern more than just 

performance. The other factors, such as the frequency of sell, the availability of the 

product if that case represent product existing in the stock, should also be taken into 

account when maintaining the case library. 

Deletion method should minimize the size of the case-based while maintaining 

the benefits (objectives) of the domain (electronic shop). This thesis aims to propose the 

deletion method, where the benefit of the domain will not be traded off The proposed 

deletion method will be done by taking all necessary factors into consideration and 

modeling the relative benefit value, which is mainly guided in deleting the case library. 
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CHAPTERl: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) is widely used for the search and the selection process 

in the sales system. To date in electronic shop, the sales system allows customers enable 

interactive to the system to find appropriated products for meeting customer satisfaction 

[2,3]. The example of such system, i.e.WEBSELL [2], is designed by applying CBR 

technology for product selection and customization in electronic commerce 

environments. The growing access and the use of the system lead to the huge portions of 

Case-Based. An uncontrolled case-base growth can cause serious perfonnance problems 

as the retrieval efficient degradation and incorrect or inconsistent cases which becomes 

increasingly difficult to detect [1]. At the same time, configurations of products are 

frequently changed (e.g., price, new hardware components, etc.) [2]. Therefore, the case

based system must be controlled and maintained to support the incremental up-date of 

changing. 

1 
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1.2 Problem statement 

As Case-Based Reasoning is widely used in problem solving and various 

applications especially in Electronic Commerce, the growing use of CBR system leads to 

the large scale of case library. The large case base without monitor, control, or reducing 

amount of case is the cause of many problems in searching, retrieving, adaptation, or 

storing a new case in case library, especially, the incremental up-date of dynamic cases in 

electronic shop. The case base of base product needs to be monitored, controlled, and 

maintained to support the huge of business transaction. There are many researches that 

have been focused on the competence of CBR system but a few to describe its 

maintenance. Some research describes the competence-preserving case deletion policy. 

However, pure reduction case without analyzing the benefit for the commercial is very 

dangerous in the domain of Electronic Commerce. The loss of chance in business may 

occur during transactions causing a loss of some cases. The useful product (a case) might 

be deleted from the system without consideration of benefit viewpoint. These things lead 

to the loss of benefit for the electronic shop domain. 

This thesis will present the deletion method to maintain the growing of case 

library that used in electronic shop by defining the relative benefit value to measure the 

quality of a case, and then use its analysis for selection case in adding or deletion method. 

The model is designed to facilitate, monitor, and control the incremental up-date of 

dynamic case-based. 

2 



1.3 Objectives 

As maintenance case base reasoning applied in electronic shop, this thesis would 

present the strategy to maintain the growing of case library as follows these objectives: 

1. Propose an appropriate technique of maintenance for the large case library 

used in electronic shop. 

2. Define the relative benefit value to guide the case and use it to maintain the 

case in case library. 

3. Create an algorithm to find out the relative benefit value. 

4. Design a deletion model and its process for case reduction. 

5. Simulate a prototype of adding case to the system. Demonstrate deletion 

technique to compare and see the result of remained cases in case library with 

other technique. 

3 



1.4 Scope and limitation of study 

Case based reasoning is applied in various areas such as information retrieval, 

technical support or help desk, finance, engineering, www application, etc. The growing 

access and the use of the system lead to the huge portions of case library. Maintenance is 

very important to control amount of case and performance of case based system. The 

selection of appropriate technique to maintenance is also important. Selecting 

inappropriate technique leads to damage function of work and also loss of opportunities 

in such area. Electronic commerce or the area that used the case to represent either 

product is the area that must be carefully considered. This thesis is narrowly scoped to 

find out the deletion method to use for maintaining case library used in sales support 

system for electronic commerce application. The working area is scoped as follows: 

• Research and learning CBR and survey the application or working area 

where CBR was applied to use. 

• Survey and literate the previous approach of case base maintenance and 

then analyze advantage and weak point that has an impact to electronic 

commerce area. 

• Find out an appropriate technique of maintenance for the large case library 

used in electronic shop. 

• Definite relative benefit for each case and use it for adding or deletion 

case 

• Simulate prototype to support algorithm by assumption the existing case 

library. 
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• To experiment maintenance by deletion case from the system following 

the process and deletion policy 

• See the result of remained case in the case library. Compare the expected 

result with other technique. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction of Case based reasoning and product customized in 

Electronic shop 

Kolodner [ 4] described the meaning of Case-based reasoning that is a method for 

solving the problem by remembering previous similar situations and reusing information 

and knowledge about that situation. Riesbeck and Schank [5] gave a simple idea that a 

case-based reasoner solves new problems by adapting solutions that were used to solve 

old problems. The case structure is shown in Figure 2-1. The case (d) is the solution of 

the adapted case (b) and case (y) in order ofCBR cycle. 

Figure 2-1: Case Base Structure Graph 

Nowadays, case base reasoning is applied in various solutions to solve the 

problem. Electronic commerce is one domain where CBR is usually used. The first 

example is negotiation during intelligent sales support with case-base reasoning [6]. It 

presents architectures of sales agents, which are able to negotiate with a customer. 

6 



The other examples, Armin, Ralph, and Sascha suggest CBR technique for product 

selection and customization-structured product in Electronic shops [2,3]. Normally, 

most electronic catalogs and online shops do not explore the interactivity available on 

the Web, so they propose the interactive approach to customize products for many 

electronic commerce applications. They gave the configuration of PC domain as the 

example. Each case represents the description of the real product in the base. Very 

briefly, the configuration process can be subdivided into two major steps, called base 

product retrieval and adaptation cycle. The task of the first step is the similarity-based 

retrieval of the best available base product from the respective case-base. The second 

step is an iterative procedure that performs the necessary adaptation of the retrieved

base product if it does not fulfill all customer demands. The result of adaptation cycle 

is validated product. The complete configuration process is succeeded, and the final 

product can be presented to the customer as show in 

Figure 2-2. 

ln electronic commerce, the case contained m case library represents the real 

product. Maintenance case is very important to control and improve the competence 

of case base system. This is strictly careful to add, update, or delete a case in case 

base system. 

7 



Intermediate . i 
Product ,___ __ 

~ ----·-

Figure 2-2: Customization of product by using CBR process 

This paper is giving the exemplary domain of PC configuration, which can be 

easily understood. Imagine an only catalog of an electronic shop. Every single product, 

i.e., PC workstation or server in the present domain example, is represented by a case in 

case base system. As an example, such a case could have the following description: 

The example of case in configuration PC 

Case I=( "IBM", 
"Server", 
"PentuemIIT', 
256, 
17, 
56, 
10, 
70,000, 
"IS256", 
"13/I 1/02", 
... ) 

I* brand*/ 
I* type*/ 
I* CPU*/ 
I* memory*/ 
I* monitor*/ 
I* modem*/ 
I* hard disk *I 
I* price*/ 
I* product code *I 
I* End of date *I 

The example of case in catalog of travel agency 

Case2=( "Caribbean", 
"Winter", 
"Airplane", 
IO, 

1999.99, 
"Beach", 

I* region*/ 
/*season*/ 
I* transportation */ 
I* duration */ 
I* price*/ 
I* holiday type*/ 
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1508, /*journey code*/ 
"Holiday Flat", /* accommodation *I 

... ) 

Figure 2-3: Example of case in real-world application 

In electronic commerce, the cases are descriptions of products. The problem 

description is a specification of a single product and possible demands the product can 

satisfy. The solution to the problem is an unambiguous reference to the product [2]. For 

configuration products such as computers or travel packages, the solution is not only the 

part number, but also possibly the entire configuration as shown in Figure 2-4 . .. 
,,_,_ . ,~ , 13 J:l al A- .iJF- ~""""' .Ji· J liil. "1l Y: .R 
Adlteo~:iJloc;~~/rustom.asp?P•tNoooCJ'PCl2 
~4·custoniie ~~ls..cfll·l.cr!:·BoobMtts ~ ~toreb'ltveblJlansfromVehoal ... 

../ Type 

W Momtor 

f;'" Modem 

r.;t Ram 

W Hinddisk 

t;t Mouse 

!;ii Keyboard 

i;;- Network card 

I SCSlcard 

!\ii CD-Rom 

r DVD-Rom 

Brand 

Compoq 

3Com 

Compaq 

Compaq 

Comp0;q 

3Com 

Compaq 

Old Spec 
Oesc Select PartNo Brand Model Dase Price 

14"lnch __!J ASC01 Am 52x 52X • 1.00000 

v9256K. ~ ASDD2 Am 16x 16x • 2,00000 

118t.48 ~ CPC01 Compaq 40x •ox • 1.55000 

20GB ~ SAC01 Sumsung 52x 52X + 1.00000 

113GHzMhz 

10/lOOLANPCCord ,.::J 
108oseT ~iJ~°""'-...-----------~i!!!~L-""--""-;.. _ __,,~ 

00 

•ox gJSumsung 52x 52X 1.00000 

00 

00 

Option Amount • t000.00 
Net Amount I 4(000 00 

~ ConlinnOrder I 

Figure 2-4: Product configuration in Electronic shop 
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In configuration of PC/Server, there are two types of case found, base product and 

custom made. Base product is a case that represents the original product that can be 

retrieved while custom made or intermediated product is a case that is modified and 

configured in learning process. 

2.2 Previous approach of Case Base Maintenance 

The previous research in maintaining case-base systems has addressed many 

different aspects of the direct reduction cases as follows: 

2.2. 1 Utility metric for deletion policy 

Minton's utility metric [1,7,9] is a simple random deletion policy. A random item 

is removed from the knowledge-based one to the knowledge-base size that exceeds some 

predefined limited. 

l Jtility c(ApplicationFreq * AverageSavings)-MatchCost (2.1) 

The utility metric, which takes into account the cost of maintaining, is defined the 

knowledge item (retrieval or match cost) and expected the problem solving saving 

offered by the item (average savings multiplied by application.frequency) [l ], [9]. 

This technique chooses a knowledge item for deletion based on an estimate of its 

performance benefits. This utility deletion policy removes knowledge items with negative 

utility. This technique can work very well and can often be as effective as more 

principled and expensive methods [7] 

10 
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232 ~,1 

• Advantage 

I) Work very well to reduce big amount of case from case library 

2) Easy to select the case considering only the negative utility for 

deletion 

• Drawback for electronic commerce 

1) In electronic commerce, the retrieval time m www 

application should depend on the speed of internet linked 

and system performance of remote client in customer side 

while accessing the web. It's difficult to calculate the 

retrieval from customer side. 

2) The case that has negative utility will be removed from the 

system without other considerations. The case that 

represented the product that usually sell out or retrieve for 

solving problems might be deleted. 

2.2.2 Competent preser·vation 

Smyth and Keane [9] suggested a competence-preserving case deletion policy 

called the footprint deletion policy. This approach uses statistical techniques to calculate 

case competence. Each case should be classified according to its competence. The key 

concepts in categorizing cases are coverage and reachability. Coverage refers to the set 

11 



of problems that each case can solve. Reachability is the set of case that can provide 

solutions for each current problem. 

Coverage(c) = {c' E CB: Adaptable (c, c')} 

Reachable(c) { c' E CB: Adaptable (c', c)} 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

Using coverage and reachability, a case is pivotal if it is reachable by no other 

case but itself Auxiliary case is the case that is completely subsumed by other cases in 

the case base. Spanning cases are the case that its coverage spaces link covered by other 

cases. Support cases exist in groups, each support providing similar coverage as others in 

a group. The deletion algorithm then deletes cases in the order of their classifications: 

auxiliary, support, spanning, and pivotal cases. 

• Advantage 

I) This technique can help to model the competence of 

case base system while the model can exploit to against 

the competent deletion for controlling case base size. 

• Drawback for electronic commerce 

l) It is typically difficult to calculate the actual coverage 

and reachability of a case because the possible set of 

problems is normally too extensive [6]. Thus it is 

assumed that the problem distribution in the case base 

is representative and a heuristic is used for further 

considerations. In electronic shop, the set of problem 

12 



exactly come from several user requirements that are 

very extensive. It is quite difficult to assume and 

uniform the requirement or expectation of various 

customers from the side of system administrator. 

2) The competent case might not be the case that be of 

benefit for sales transaction in electronic commerce 

2.2. 3 Identifying competence-critical instances 

Brighton and Mellish introduce an algorithm, which they term the Iterative 

Filtering Algorithm (ICF) [14]. The ICF algorithm uses the instance-based learning 

parallels of case coverage and reachability. They applied a rule, which identifies cases 

that should be deleted. The reachable set is not fixed in size but rather bounded by nearest 

case of different class. They remove cases, which have a reachable set size greater than 

the coverage set size. A more intuitive reading of this rule is that a case "c" is removed 

when more cases can solve "c" than "c" can solve itself. 

ICF(T) 
l > Perform Wilson Editing 
2 for all x E T do 
3 if x classified incorrectly by k nearest neighbors then 
4 flag x for removal 
5 for all x E T do 
6 if x flagged for removal then T = T-{ x} 
7 >Iterate until no cases flagged for removal 
8 repeat 
9 for all x E T do 
l 0 compute reachable (x) 
11 compute coverage (x) 
12 progress = fals 
13 for all x E T do 
14 if \reachable (x)\ >\coverage (x)\ then 
15 flag x for removal 

13 



16 progress = true 
17 for all x E T do 
18 if x flagged for removal then T = T- { x} 
19 until not progress 
20 return T 

Figure 2-5: The Iterative Case Filtering Algorithm 

This is the deletion criterion the algorithm uses; the algorithm proceeds by 

repeatedly computing these properties after filtering has occurred. Usually, additional 

cases will begin to fulfill the criteria as thinning proceeds and the bands surrounding the 

class boundaries narrow. After a few iterations of removing cases and re-computing the 

sets, the criterion no longer holds. 

• Advantage 

Above point turns out to be a very good point to stop 

removing cases as removing more cases tends to breach their 

objective of intrusive storage reduction. 

• Drnwback for electrnnic commerce 

1) Although this approach can preserve removing more 

case, the calculation of the actual coverage and 

reachability of a case were being a problem as the 

originality of Smyth and Keane's approach [9]. 

2) The case that represented the product that usually sold 

out or retrieved for solving the problem will be deleted 

without other consideration except when applying the 

rule for deletion policy in competent case. 

14 



2.2.4 Perfo1·mance-based metric 

Leake and Wilson describe a strategy for performance-based case selection [13]. 

They used the relative performance (RP) metric aimed at assessing the contribution of a 

case to the adaptation performance of the system. The metric can be used to guide either 

case addition-favoring cases with high RP values--or case deletion-favoring cases with 

low RP values. They let RS(c',c) stand for ReachabilitySet(c')-{c}, for a fixed case-base 

the define: 

RP(c) = L 1-___ A_d_.af._Jt_C_o_st_..(c-'-',_c..__') __ _ 

Max c .. c R,"'i'rc ·.c! AdaptCost(c ",c ') 
c 'E CovergeSet(c) (2.4) 

Suppose that if case C1 solves problem p1, the cost to adapt C1 to solve new 

problem p2 is cx.lp1-P2i, for some fixed a> 0 

• Advantage 

This technique aims to adapt performance to case base 

system. 

• Drawback for electronic commerce 

1) This technique intends to delete the case concerning 

relative performance of adaptation only. 

2) Although the remained case has a high performance of 

adaptation, it will not assure that the case usually 

retrieved and selected for sale in sales transaction may 

be removed. 

15 



2.3 Remained issue 

The pure reduction case from the system is very dangerous for sales transaction. 

The above techniques work very well in competence preservation and performance based 

selection. However, in electronic shop, deletion each case effects to actual product in the 

shop. The error may occur in CBR cycle or sales transaction. There are many factors to 

peruse which case should be deleted from the base. Delete uncorrected case will cause a 

loss of benefit to domain (electronic shop). 

2.4 Fuzzy logic for decision-making 

Fuzzy systems can be used for estimating, decision-making, and mechanical 

control systems such as air conditioning, automobile controls, and even "smart" houses, 

as well as industrial process controllers and a host of other application. 

Fuzzy decision-making is a specialized, language oriented fuzzy system used to 

make personal and business management decisions, such as purchasing cars and 

appliances [ 15]. 

2.4.1 Discovering fuzziness 

Lotti Zadeh introduced fuzzy logic in 1965. The basic idea was to extend the 

classical logic (the Boolean logic) in order to relax the harsh constraint that everything 

that can be said about anything is either absolutely true or absolutely false. Zadeh 

combines the concepts of crisp logic and the Lukasiewicz sets by defining graded 

membership. With fuzzy logic the answer is maybe, and its value ranges anywhere from 

16 



O (No) to 1 (Yes). One of Zadeh's main insights was that mathematics can be used to link 

language and human intelligence. 

2.4.2 Fuzzy set 

Fuzzy set theory differs from classical set theory in on crucial aspect: An element 

can belong to the fuzzy set, be completely excluded from fuzzy set, or it can belong to the 

fuzzy set to any intermediate degree between these two extremes. The extend to which an 

element belongs to a given fuzzy set is called the grade of membership or degree of 

membership. The term of fuzzy was introduced by Zadeh to describe sets whose 

membership criteria are vague. Thus, small is only margininally a member of set of sales 

margin. Uncertainty about a statement such as the sales margin is small is not represented 

by the probability that the margin is small, but rather by Zadeh calls the possibility that 

the margin is small. The term small, medium, and high are imprecise terms. The inputs of 

a term are real-valued that people tend to respond that values by labeling them with a 

group name. For example, 10% of sales margin might be considered small margin of a 

sales. Real-valued attributes can present a problem for an expert system, because each 

value cannot be dealt with individually. Therefore, the values must be grouped together 

in some way. The possibility of a statement is represented by a number generated by a 

membership function. The membership function x associated with a fuzzy set assigns 

degrees of membership to elements in the set. For example, we can assign the following 

values to the membership function associated with the margin of sales: the degree of 

membership of 10% margin in fuzzy set of small margins is 1 (x[ 1 O] = 1 ), but the degree 

of membership of 18% margin is only 0.2 (x[I 8] = 0.2). 

17 



A fuzzy set can also be represented by a quadratic equation (involving squares, 

n2, or numbers to the second power), which produces a continuous curve. Three shapes 

are possible, named for their appearance-the S function, the pi function, and the Z 

function [15],[l 6],[18] 

S function ------------~ 

Pi function -------------

Z function~------------

Figure 2-5: Graphs of the S function, the pi function, and the Z function 

The degree of membership function of each sharp can be formulated from these 

following functions 

18 
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1 for x :Sa 

1-2((x-a)/( c-a))2 for a<x<b 

x (X) 1-S(x;a,b,c) = 
2((x-c )/( c-a))2 A forb<x<c 

0 for x 2: c (2.5) 

where "a" and "c" are the function's end points, and b = (a+c)/2 

1 

X Low (X) 

I 

.............................. L ............. ···---~---·--············· ...... . 
I 
' 

! 
I 

l 
0 a c 

Value of factor 

Figure 2-6: Membership function of LOW 

A normal set, such as let A is the set of frequency of sell, is described by a 

characteristic function 

;(A: x € {1,0} (2.6) 

19 



In other word, if element x of X is included in A, it is expressed by X A(x) = I, 

and if not by x A(x) = 0. The extension of the rang of this characteristic function, {O,l}, 

to the real number interval [O, l] gives the fuzzy set, and fuzzy set A of X is the set 

characterized by the membership function 

(2.7) 

µA(x) € [O, l] expresses the degree of membership of element x of X in A. Since 

{ 0, l} is included in rang [O, I] of µA, x A is a special case of µA, and it can be said that 

conventional sets are a special case of fuzzy sets. It is assumed that µA is determined 

based on human subjectivity. 

Consider for example the fuzzy set LOW. The elements of the set are real values 

of each evaluation items whose membership grades depend on their results. For example, 

let the result of price performance be I 0% might have a membership degree of I, the 

result of price performance is 50% which might have a membership degree of 0, and 

price performance of intermediate LOW have intermediate grades of membership 

between 0 and I. The fuzzy set LOW can be symbolized in the following way: 

LOW: result value of each evaluation item~ [O, 1 J (2.8) 

Or degree of membership function of element x of X in Low can be expressed by 

µLow{x) € [0,1 J (2.9) 

The set can be represented in graphical form as shown in Figure 3-6. Let «O" to 

"c" is the membership of set LOW. If "a" is the highest value of evaluation item that can 

be accounted for degree of membership of set LOW is 1, the value between a and c need 

to interpolate a value for the grade of membership by using a smoothing function, called 

the 1-S-function or the other name called Z-function, which is defined as shown in Figure 

20 



2-6. The membership functions of fuzzy set A in the universe labeled LOW can be 

defined in the term of 1-S function. 

Let B represent fuzzy set labeled HIGH, x is the real value of the result that get 

from evaluation item, the membership function of fuzzy set B can define the term of S

function [ 16] as defined in formula (2.10) 

0 for x :Sa 

2({x-a)/( c-a))2 for a<x<b 

x (X) S(x;a,b,c) = 
B l-2((x-c )/( c-a))2 for b<x<c 

for x ~ c (2.10) 

For the fuzzy set of MEDIUM, the membership function has a "bell shape" and is 

referred to as the TI-function[l 6]: 

S(x; c-b,c-b/2, c) for x :Sc 

1T (x;b,c) = 

1-S(x; c, c+b/2,b+c for x> c (2.11) 

where S(x: ., .) is the S-function given in (2.10). In TI-function, the parameter "c" 

is the point at which 1T is unity, and the parameter "b" represents the distance between the 

two crossover point of TI (resulting from the two S-functions, and 1-S) and is referred to 

as the bandwidth of TI -function. 
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CHAPTER 3: RELETIVE BENEFIT MODEL 

3.1 Why Relative Benefit Model 

Since, some cases contribute mainly to the competence of the system and others may 

predominantly contribute to its performance, the previous approaches have direct 

refection to real world application in Electronic commerce. They may not guarantee that 

the deleted case contributes mainly benefit or still is usually used or still be represents 

product being sold in the shop. 

This section describes the new maintenance strategy, which is relative benefit model, 

to maintain case base system based on Relative Benefit value (RB) of each case. This 

model is designed to minimize the loss of necessary cases for the selling process. 

The key concept is identifying relative benefit value and classification cases into low 

benefit group, medium benefit group, and high benefit group by taking necessary factors 

from case attribute and transaction of sales such as an average frequency of retrieval, 

frequency of sell , margin, and remaining day that case is available in the system to 

perform relative benefit value for measuring cases. 

3.2 Introduction to Relative Benefit Structured 

The relative benefit model consists of two major levels in structural. Identification 

of relative benefit value (RB) to each case is the first level. The second level is the 

selection of deletion policy. 
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Classification cases 

Actn':':'.'rorl sele~I "''""""" 
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--,/ . catalo e . L-v' walu.tlon Item 

.ri. 

:~~:~;-r 
c:J l.-----", 

c:J r·~~o:~" 

c:J c:J :::j c::) ~> 
Deletion policy 

Figure 3-1: Structure of Relative Benefit Model 

The cases are grouped into low benefit group, medium benefit group, and high 

benefit group depending on their relative benefit value that fit in each group. The cases 

grouped in the low benefit group will be deleted from the system before the cases 

grouped in the medium benefit group and the high benefit group in ordered. However, the 

cases with immediate end of life cycle will be the first priority to be selected for deletion 

without considering their relative benefit value. 

A B c 

(~ 
Low benefit group Medium benefit group High benefit group 

Figure 3-2: Case categories 

Figure 3-2 illustrates the difference case categories in term of their benefit for 

case library and electronic shop. Each case is identified benefit value and modeled into 
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Low benefit group, Medium benefit group, and High benefit group in ordered with 

subjected by human depending on benefit value from less to much. Case "a", "b", "c" are 

classified into Low benefit cases which is the first group that will be selected to delete 

from the system before other while case "d" and "e" are grouped into medium benefit 

group. Case "f', "g", "h", and "i" are high beneficial cases, which are classified as high 

benefit group that are selected for deletion from the system in the last group. However, 

the case with immediate end of life cycle will be moved firstly from the system before 

consideration of benefit value. Example, case "e" is removed from the system before 

other case because it is end of life case. 

3.3 Two steps of maintenance process 

This section illustrates the structure of Relative benefit model, which is separated 

into two steps to maintain case, classify case and deletion policy as illustrate in Figure 3.1 

3.3.1 Classification case 

In electronic shop, each case is important to sales application because it can 

represent product contained in actual inventory. Maintenance case base system is helps to 

increase the efficiency and effectiveness for sales processing especially in term of storage 

control, inventory control, and performance control that lead to increase customer 

satisfaction. To delete each case we must consider effectiveness of sales transaction and 

efficiency case base system. Each case should be classified in term of benefit to case base 

system and electronic commerce business. Some attributes and transactions of a case 

such as frequency of sell and frequency of retrieval, therefore, are selected to be 
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evaluation item to model relative benefit value. There are four steps to classification case 

as follows 

1. Select product type 

2. Select factor and identify the group of quality to each factor for using in the 

calculation of relative benefit value 

3. Define relative benefit value 

4. Classification cases into several groups based on benefit level 

3.3.1.1 Select product type 

Sine, there should be many products sell in electronic shop, the case should be 

kept in case library indexed by product type. In business environment, each product may 

be measure either factor in different value such as high gross margin of sell for PC should 

not lower than 20% while high margin of printer should between 10-15%. Therefore, the 

maintenance case should be separately considered if possible. 

3.3.1.2 Select factor to denote relative benefit value to measure the benefit of a 

case 

The factors selected to be the criterion for measuring level of benefit to each case 

must contribute mainly to be benefit for the vender and the customer in term of sales 

processing. The criteria can be any attributes or transactions of a case depending on each 

business type. However, this thesis shows some example criteria to evaluate and identify 

the relative benefit of a case 
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• Case attribute such as pricing, date, time, stock, etc. 

• Transaction such as frequency ofretrieval, frequency of sell, etc. 

Criteria 
Average Average Margin Life Cycle 

frequency of frequency 
Fua. tenn 

retrieval of sell 

!st Level Low Low Low Short 

2"" Level Normal Normal Normal Normal 

3'° Level High High High Long 

Table 3-1 :The table of modeling quality to each factor 

From the Table 3-1, each factor can be selected from attributes and transaction of a 

case occurred during sales processing. Average o.ffrequency of retrieval, 

Average <~(frequency of sell, margin and remaining date of life cycle are selected to be 

the sets of fuzzy. 

Factor 1: Average frequency of retrieval (AvgFR) 

The average frequency of retrieval is a ratio of an average of frequency that the 

case is retrieved from the system in selling process and the period of that case available in 

the system. 

AvgFR =total amount of retrieval/(Effective date-Expired date) (3.1) 
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Facto1· 2: Average Frequency of sell (AvgFS) 

The average of frequency of sell is a ratio of an average frequency that the case is 

selected for buy from the buyer or customer and the period of that case available in the 

system 

AvgFS = total amount of sell out times/(Effective date- Expired date) (3.2) 

Factor 3: Margin 

Margin is the percentage of margin that can earn from selling process 

Margin = [ (sale price - cost ) x I 00]/sale price (3.3) 

Factor 4: Life cycle (LC) 

Life cycle is the remaining day that a case is available in the system till end of its life 

cycle. 

Life cycle= (Expired date-current date) (3.4) 

After collect static of value of all factors, their value are denoted the term Low, 

Medium or High group of their quality level (see example in Table 3-1). The degree of 

membership function represents the grade of each term. 
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Referring to the membership function represented in (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7), they 

are used to calculate and denote the term Low, Medium and High for each factor. 

Case no. Code Brand Price Solution 

CaseOl 
Case02 

IBMHOOl 
HPHOOl 

IBM 
HP 

4000 
3500 

lOGB 
lOGB 

Table 3-2: Case of personal computer 

Hard Disk 
Hard Disk 

The element or value of each factor, the average of frequency of retrieval and 

frequency of sell, gross margin, and product life cycle, is collected for using in 

specification of quality level to such factors. 

Case no 
Case01 
Case02 

LC 
0.4286 
-0.625 

Table 3-3: Factors and their elements 

Referring the graph of fuzzy set Low in figure 2-6, the example of defining the 

quality for each factor can be described in next page 
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X Low (X) I 
I 

______ L __ _ 
I 

O a c 

A vgFR/ A vgFS/Margin/LC 

Figure 3-3: Graph of membership function for term Low of each factor 

Let the range of term Low quality for each factor is set as follow: 

Product Type: !ml ·iiiiiiiiiii[::J::J 

Frequancy of Retrival : Rang of low FR 

Frequancy of Sale : Rang of low FS 

Price Performance : Rang of low Margin % 

Life cycle of a case : Rang of low LC Day 

0.3 

o.3 I 

2 I 
025 

0.6 ~--1 0.45 i 

..---=I 
0.4 I 0.35 I 

I 

3 l~--2-.5: 

0.3 0.275 

Figure 3-4: Define rang of low quality to each factor 

If value of Avg FR is 0.875, we can define the membership function of fuzzy set 

Low by using formula (2.5) 
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x (X) 1-S(0.875;a,b,c) = 
A 

1-2((0.875-a)/( c-a))2 

2((0.875-c)/( c-a))2 

0 

where "a" and "c" are the function's end points, and b = (a+c)/2 

for x a 

for a<x<b 

for b<x<c 

for x c 

Let a = 0.3, c= 0.6, b=0.45, the degree of membership function in set low of FR 

value 0.875 is 0. 

If we denote fuzzy term Medium and high to element 0.875 by using formula 

(2.10) and (2.11) in order, we can get the degree membership function of term Medium is 

0 and term High is 1. Therefore, the element 0.875 should be denoted to term High 

because the maximum of degree of membership function belongs to term High. 

3.3.1.3 The calculation of Relative Benefit Value (RB) 

After the quality of each factor is denoted such as Margin is high or Frequency of 

retrieval is high, these results can be used to define Relative Benefit Value of each case. 

Let I { A1, A1, A3,..An}; A1,A2,..An is set of transaction or case attribute 

selected as factors to measure benefit of each case. 

Dgr = degree of membership of each evaluation item 

W = weight of each classification quality; 

where WLow < WMedium < WHigh 

N = amount of evaluation items 
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N 

L (r'f; * Dgr;) 
Relative benefit value (RB) = ~i=~1---

N 

The format of distribution form can be shown as in this following formula 

Example of how to calculate relative benefit value 

(3.5) 

Let "case A" have 0.8 of a degree of membership function of LOW for frequency 

of retrieval, a degree of membership function of set HIGH for frequency of sell is 0. 7, a 

degree of membership function of set HIGH for price performance is 0.9, a degree of 

membership function of set MEDIUM for life cycle is 0. 7 for life cycle, the weight for 

LOW class is 1, the weight of MEDIUM class is 2 and the weight of HIGH class is 3. 

The relative benefit of case "A" can be defined as follow 

If I= { AvgFR, AvgFS, Margin, LC} 

where A vgFR is average frequency of retrieval, A vgFS is average frequency of sell, 

Magin is rriargin of sales, and LC is remaining of Life cycle of a case 

RB= (WAvgFR*DgrAvgFRJ+ (WAvgFs*DgrAvgFs)+(Wmargin*Drgmargi,J+ (WLc*DgrLc)]N 

= [(lx0.8) + (3x0.7) + (3x0.9) + (2x0.7)]/4 

= 1.75 
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3.3.1.4 How to classify case 

Each case can be classified in to the groups depending on relative benefit value of 

either case. The groups that are denoted to the level of benefit are classified by using the 

three linguistic words, Low benefit, Medium benefit, and High benefit, according to the 

subjective judgment of the inspector. 

X Low (X) 

1 t------+--... 

0 

I 
I 

_____ L __ 
I 

a c RB value 

Figure 3-5: Graph of membership function of RB value in set LOW 

Referring to the formula (3 .10), let X be Relative benefit value. The low RB is 

used for guiding case deletion. The key concept is classified into the group LOW RB 

which containing the case with about low RB value. The degree of membership function 

ofx ww(X) is between 0 to 1. The fuzzy set LOW of Xis the set characterized by the 

membership function 

µLow: X7 [0,1] 
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Here, the degree of membership is a measure of benefit level, and the best quality 

level is 0 and the worst 1[17]; it is a basic variable standardized on the interval [0,1]. An 

example of membership functions for the three linguistic variables mentioned above is 

shown in following: 

Let x be degree of membership function of Relative benefit value that variable 

standardized on the interval [O, 1 ], y is membership function of degree of membership 

function in low benefit level, medium benefit level and high benefit level.xi and x2 is the 

minimum and maximum of x that classified into Low benefit group, x3 and x4 is the 

minimum and maximum of x that classified into Medium benefit group, x5 and x6 is the 

minimum and maximum The group of Low benefit, Medium benefit and High benefit can 

be denoted from the degree of membership function as shown in figure 3-6 

x 

~- I ~ 
Mev,; Dt.k:tr: Close 

Product Type: 3 
Min 

Low Benefit 10 ..:.I jo.4 ..:.I 
..:.J ..:.J 

Medium Benefit 10.25 ..:.I 10 75 ..:.I 
..:.J .:.I 

High Benefit jos ..:.I ,, ..:.I 
..:.J ..:.J 

Figure 3-6: The minimum and maximum of fuzzy term Low, medium, 

and High benefit 

Let xl = 0, x2 = 0.4 x3 = 0.25, x4 = 0.75, x5 = 0.6, and x6 = 1, The shape of 

benefit level graph also can be subjects in Figure 3-6. 
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Figure 3-7: Graph of relative benefit level 

Referring to fuzzy set theory [16] that operated the union of two fuzzy sets is the 

set of their elements that belong either to one of the constituent sets or to both. For any 

point in the domain of the two fuzzy sets, the membership grades of the .elements of the 

union set must be equal to the greater of the two membership grades of the either one of 

the constituent sets. Thus, 

The union of the fuzzy sets A and B, denoted by A uB (or A ORB) is defined by: 

Au B = j[xAx) # X8 (x) ]Ix, XEU (3.7) 
[] 

where the symbol# stands for max, Thus, for any a EA and b E B, 

if xAa) 2 Xs(b) (3.8) 

if xAa) < Xs(b) (3.9) 

The max operation can exhibit the following property 
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Associativitity: [xx(x) u Xr(y)]u Xz(z) = Xx(x) u[x/Y) u Xz(z)] (3.10) 

where X, Y, and Z be fuzzy sets and let x EX, y E Y, and z E Z 

Let X, Y, and Z are fuzzy sets of Low benefit, Medium Benefit and High benefit in 

ordered. x, y, and z are relative benefit value of the cases where x Ex; y E Y, and z E Z. 

Thus, the cases are in 

Low benefit group 

Medium benefit group if X Medwm (y) ~ X Low (X) and X Medium (y) ~ X High (z) 

High benefit group if x . (z) ~ x (x) and x . (z) ~ x (y) High Low Htgh Medium 
(3 .11) 

3.3.2 Deletion policy 

This section is detailed in the deletion policy based on cases categorized m 

previous section. Case deletion is favoring cases with low RB values. 

Ideally, the case in Low benefit is considered for deletion before the case in 

medium benefit and high benefit group. However, the case with immediate end of life 

cycle will be the first priority to be selected for deletion. Within each group, the case that 

has lowest relative benefit value will be selected before higher value in order. 
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Figure 3-8: Deletion diagram 
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In Lhe deletion process. Lhe selectior. case or group will be moved to recycle bin 

area before removing from the system. The system administrator can review the cm;es 

that were deleted agam. They can still use the case from recycle bin again 

Lel case base represent base product (Single), package product, or custom made 

product customized by customer during searching m sale process, the policy to maintain 

either case based on relative benefit value is shown in the following procedure 

Procedure DeleteCase IS 

Ocg111 
If thcrl! are EndOfLifc Case Then 

Call DeleteSinglcProduct{EndOfLifcSinglcProduct) 
Call DeletcPuckagcProduct(EndOtLifePackagcProduct) 
Call Dclc1cCus1omf\.fadcProduct(EndOrcustomMadcProduct) 

Elsc1f there arc Low Benefit Group Then 

Select 
From 
Where 
And 

LowestBcnefitSingleP~oducl 

LowRcncfitGroup Product 
ProduclLovel = "Lowest" 
ProductOroup is .. SingleProduct " 

Coll SinglcProd11ct(lowestBenefitProd11c1) 

Select 
From 
Where 
And 

LowcstBcncfit.PackageProducl 
LowBcncfitGroup Product 
ProductLavcl ="Lowest" 
Produc1Group is "PaclmgcProducl" 
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Call PackageProduct(LowestBenefitProduct) 

Select 
From 
Where 
And 

LowestBenefit. CustomMadeProduct 
LowBenefitGroup Product 
ProductLavel = "Lowest" 
ProductGroup is "CustomMadeProduct" 

Call CustomMadeProduct(LowestBenefitProduct) 

Elseif there are Medium Benefit Group Then 

Select 
From 
Where 
And 

LowestBenefit. S ingleProduct 
MediumBenefitGroup Product 
ProductLavel ="Lowest" 
ProductGroup is "SingleProduct" 

Call SingleProduct(LowestBenefitProduct) 

Select 
From 
Where 
And 

LowestBenefit. PackageProduct 
MediumBenefitGroup Product 
ProductLavel ="Lowest" 
ProductGroup is "PackageProduct" 

Call PackageProduct(LowestBenefitProduct) 

Select 
From 
Where 
And 

LowestBenefit. CustomMadeProduct 
MediumBenefitGroup Product 
ProductLavel = "Lowest" 
ProductGroup is "CustomMadeProduct " 

Call CustomMadeProduct(LowestBenefitProduct) 

Elseif there are High Benefit Group Then 

Select 
From 
Where 
And 

LowestBenefit. S ingleProduct 
MediumBenefitGroup Product 
ProductLavel ="Lowest" 
ProductGroup is "SingleProduct " 

Call SingleProduct(LowestBenefitProduct) 

Select LowestBenefit.PackageProduct 
From MediumBenefitGroup Product 
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Where ProductLavel =''Lowest" 
And ProductGroup is "PackageProduct" 

Call PackageProduct(LowestBenefitProduct) 

Select 
From 
Where 
And 

LowestBenefit. CustomMadeProduct 
MediumBenefitGroup Product 
ProductLavel =''Lowest" 
ProductGroup is "CustomMadeProduct" 

Call CustomMadeProduct(LowestBenefitProduct)End if; 

End; 

End if; 
End if; 

End DeleteCase 

Procedure Deleted SingleProduct (P _ProductCode)IS 

<Define Cursor><Base product Cur> 
Select EndofLife. Product 
From AllProduct 
Where ProductGroup is "SinglcProduct '' AND ProductCode = "P _ProductCodc" 

<Open Cursor read data>< Single product Cur> 

Execute Command Fetch data 
Fetch data from Single product Cur into variable as following declaration part 
Execute Command Delete 
Loop till either send status is success or Cursor% not found 

Execute command do commit data 
Terminate with Success. 
End Deleted SingleProduct 

Procedure Deleted PackageProduct (P _ ProductCode )IS 

<Define Cursor><Package product Cur> 
Select EndofLifc.Product 
From EndOfLifeProduct 
Where ProductGroup is "PackageProduct" 

<Open Cursor read data><Package product Cur> 

Execute Command Fetch data 
Fetch data from into variable as following declaration part 
Execute Command Insert into All Delete Code 
Insert into COLUMNS 
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Product_ code, 
Product_ Description, 
Delete Date 

Execute Command Delete 

Loop till either send status is success or Cursor % not found 
Execute command do commit data 
Terminate with Success. 

End Deleted PackageProduct 

Procedure Deleted CustomMadeProduct (P ProductCode)IS 

<Define Cursor><CustomMade product Cur> 
Select EndofLife.Product 
From EndOfLifeProduct 
Where ProductGroup is "CustomMadeProduct " 

<Open Cursor read data><Package product Cur> 

Execute Command Fetch data 
Fetch data from into variable as following declaration part 
Execute Command Insert into All Delete Code 
Insert into COLUMNS 
Product_ code, 
Product_ Description, 
Delete Date 

Execute Command Delete 

Loop till either send status is success or Cursor % not found 
Execute command do commit data 
Terminate with Success. 

End Deleted CustomMadeProduct 

Procedure Alert Deleted Product(P _ ProductCode Parameter 

In) IS 

<Define Cursor><Alert product Cur> 
Select ProductCode 
From All Delete Product {Summary of all product} 
Where ProductCode = P ProductCode 

Popup Alert message ('Product was delete is' II Product Code II Product Description) 
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Exception When no data found Then 
Null;/* Product existing in system*/ 

<Open Cursor read data><AlertProduct Cur> 

Execute Command Fetch data 
Fetch data from into variable as following declaration part 
Execute Command Delete 

Loop till either send status is success or Cursor% not found 
Execute command do commit data 
Terminate with Success. 

End Alert Deleted Product 

Figure 3-9: The algorithm of deletion each case 

3.3.3 Relative benefit in adding case into new case library 

This method is reverting of deletion case. The cases in an original case base are 

selected and added to an empty case base until the limited size is reached. Selection can 

be one case or whole group. The high benefit case will be the first group for selection, 

and then followed by medium benefit case and low benefit case in order. The detail is not 

described in this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 4: EXPERIMENTAL AND EVALUATION 

As the performance evaluation on this type of contribution is difficult because in 

domain of electronic shop the performance of retrieval case is involved with hardware 

specification of remote client. This chapter will focus on measuring the quality of 

remaining cases after deletion case from the system based on beneficial value used as a 

criterion. For evaluation, the relative benefit method is compared with the utility method 

on different sizes of case library. 

4.1 Environment of Examination 

Regarding the measurement of evaluation that focused on the quality of remaining 

case after deletion, the following issues are the consideration for evaluation 

• 

• 

The expected results of cases after deleting target case from case library 

The deletion are examined with different amount of fixed sizes of cases library 

(swamping limit) 

The environment used to evaluate the measurement of the quality of remaining 

case and response time is examined under the following system environment: 
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Hardware specification 

• Intel Pentium II 600 

• Hard disk 

• RAM 

Softwa1·e specification 

12 GB 

128MB 

• Using Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 develops the prototype. 

• A tested database in on Microsoft SQL server 

• Windows 2000 Professional 

Tested case base system 

The case library system is stimulated to initial case. A case is initialed from both 

original server and via web page. The database is developed based on specific and control 

domain of PC/Server configuration. Each case constrains necessary attributes of 

PC/Server specification. Case name, brand, type, product number, description, CPU, 

memory, monitor, modem, hard disk, price, effective date, expired date, etc, are all 

attributes within a case. An average of frequency of retrial and frequency of sell per day, 

the margin of sales, and remaining day that each case stay in the system were kept a static 

as a factor to measure a beneficial case for sales processing in electronic commerce. 
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4.2 Experimental method 

An initial case-base size of 25 cases was creased. The web accessing for searching 

and doing sales transaction is started. Additional cases are added to the system until the 

size of case base hits 50 cases, swamping limit. The example of description of a case is as 

follow: 

Case CD- DVD- CD-
Name Brand Description Monitor Modem Ram Harddislk. CPU ROM Rom RV LAN Price 

P0001 Comp a~ Pl.'ntiumlllno 15"Compa 56KComp 128Com~ 20Compa 133MHz 31200 

P0002 Com pa~ Pentium Ill CD 15"Compa 56KComp 12BCom~ 20Compa 133MHz 48MCom 32200 

POOOJ Comp at Pentium 4 1.6C:: 15"Compa 56KComp 128Com~ 20Compa 1.6GHz 38000 

P00031 Compac Pentium 4 1.6( 15"Compa 56KComp 128Com~ 20Compa 1.6GHz Vamah• 42900 

P0007 IBM Pentium Ill 80C 15"1BM 56KIBM 641BM 201BM BOOMH 27500 

P00071 IBM Pentium Ill BOC 15"18M 56KIBM 641BM 2018M 800MH 16KHP 32300 

P0010 HP Pentium 1111.3 1 15"HP 56KHP 64HP 40 Seagati 1.3GHz 29000 , .. .. 

P00101 HP Pentium 1111.3 I 15"HP 56KHP 64HP 40 Seagatl 1.3GHz LANtyp 35000 ... .. 

P00102 HP Pentium 1111.3 I 15"HP 56KHP 64HP 40 Seagati 1.3 GHz 101100 Li 36000 
. 

P0039 Star PC Celeron 1.3Gh 56KUSRo 128 Hitacl 40 Seagat' 1.3GHz 13000 

P00391 StarPC Celeron 1.3Gh 56KUSRo 129 Hitacl 40 Seagau 1.3GHz 16x Asus 15000 

P003910 StarPC Celeran 1.3Gh 56KUSRo 128Hitacl 40 Seagah 1.3GHz LG 16450 
.. 

P0049 lnnaPC ATHLON1.4G 56KRock~ 12BHitacl 20 Seagat• 1.4GHz 52x Sony 14QOO 

P0050 lnnoPC ATHLON950 56KRack~ 128 Hitacl 20 SeagatE 950MH 52x Sany 13000 

P00501 Inna PC ATHLON950 56KRock1> 128 Hitacl 20 SeagatE 950MH; 52MSony 16NHP 17800 

Table 4-1: Example of case description 

The cases are classified into low benefit, medium benefit and high benefit group 

based on relative benefit value identified from necessary factors such as average 

frequency of retrieval, average frequency of sales, margin, and remaining day that case 

available in the system. The identification of values for low quality of each factor used to 

define relative benefit value is as follow : 
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Product Type: WI ·aiiiiiiiiiiiG ..:.l 

Frequancy of Retrival : Rang of low Avg FR 0.3 0.6 0.45 

Frequancy of Sale : Rang of low AvgFS 0.1 I 0.15 0.125 

Price Performance : Rang of low Margin % 7 I 10 8.5 

Life cycle of a case : Rang of low LC Day 5 I 6.5 

Figure 4-1: Define range oflow quality to each factor 

~Define Range of Low • t *", ' . 

' ~ ~ L!'cicc'.'; Save Close 

Please define range of Low RB : 

A c 
From: 1.5 To: 2 1.75 

Figure 4-2: Define range oflow relative benefit value 
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Figure 4-3: Define fuzzy set for classification of a case 

The relative benefit method and the utility method are studied and experimented. 

The cases that remained in the system should be high benefit cases whereas deletion 

cases should minimize the loss of high beneficial cases. For this experiment, the cases 

that have top five levels of high score of relative benefit value are assumption as high 

benefit cases that are the criterion to measure the result of both deletion methods. 

Grade or degree 
Item Case Name Case description Level of benefit of each level 

1 P0003 PC Pentium 4 1.6Ghz High benefit 2.6787 
2P0039 PC Celeron 1.3Ghz SAVING High benefit 2.5 
3P0022 PC Duron 1.2 GHz High benefit 2.5 
4 P0019 PC Duron 950 MHz High benefit 2.5 
5P0018 PC Duron 900 Mhz High benefit 2.5 
6P0015 PC Pentium Ill 1.3 GHz High benefit 2.5 
7P0008 PC Pentium Ill 866MHz High benefit 2.5 
8P00071 PC Pentium Ill 800 MHz High benefit 2.5 
9P00091 PC Pentium Ill 933 MHz High benefit 2.4997 

10 P00093 PC Pentium Ill 933 MHz High benefit 2.4955 
11 P0024 PC ATHLON 1.4 GHz High benefit 2.4812 

Table 4-2: Example of top five levels of high beneficial cases 
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The experiment starts with taking one necessary factor as a criterion to subject 

beneficial cases. An average frequency ofretrieval (AvgFR) is the first factor selected to 

measure a benefit of a case. The case that has much average frequency of retrieval should 

be of more benefit than other cases. After deletion with relative benefit method and utility 

method, see and compare how many high benefit cases subjected as example in Table 4-2 

are deleted or remained in the system. 

- -*""""' •"°- Delete c..o (RB) Delete case (II)) Ext 

Product Type: JPC 

Delete aass · jLow bencf• 

emo.ined Case 

iJ SWamping Limitr-sD 

3 t..go1oo1e1. I 

N~ C-Name C-O=i>tion AB 

17 f'OOl81 PC Perb.m 111 B66MHz 1.996() 

I~i POOl8 PC Pero.m Ill 066MHz 30000 
19 P00071 PC Pertii.m Ill 9XJ MHz 3.0000 
zo' rfXJJ7 PC PenWn Ill OOJ MHz 30000 
if POOl6 PCCeielonl1Ghz 3.0000 
zi P!XXl5 PCPerb.ln 4 l5Ghz 2.9541 

~2i POOJ4 PC PentUn 4 1.6Ghz 2.6738 
i4 P00031 PC Periil.m4 1 6Ghz 3.0000 
25 P0003 PC PentUn 4 1.6Ghz 30000 
:IS' p(XX)11 PC PertUn Ill no CO 1.9729 
27 P0001 PCPerti..mlll no CD 30000 

elated Case 

No. C-Name C.eDesal>tion RB 

1 
2 P00033 PC Pentun 4 l6Ghz 9921 
3 P00034 PC Pentl.m• 1 GGhz .9921 
4 P00035 PC Penlun 4 1 6Ghz .9921 
s POOJ41 PC PenlUm 4 1 GGhz 10000 
6: f'!XXl51 PC Peril.m 4 l5Ghz 10000 
7 P00052 PC Pent1U111 4 l5Ghz 1.0000 
8 P00092 PC Pentun Ill 933 MHz 1.0000 
9 P00093 PC Penlun Ill 933 MHz 10000 

10 P00101 PCPentun11113GHz 10000 ,, P00102 PC PentUn Ill 1 3 GHz 1.0000 

" nrn •••.... "' • ..,,..,,_ . 
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0000 
.0000 
.0000 
0000 
0000 
.0000 
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E-
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Low benefit 29 

I SI.rt 1&14;17 Pl End 1&14;20 Pl 

Figure 4-4: Deletion case by Relative benefit method 
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Figure 4-5: Deletion case by Utility method 

Re-run the experimental again but increase the factors to be two, three, and four 

factors by using an average frequency of sale (A vgFS), margin, and remaining day that 

case available in the system (LC) to be additional factors in order. 

Select factor to identity relative benefit value : 

Name Fador Seled 

Avg FR Average Frequency of Retrieval P" 

AvgFS Average Frequency of Sell P" 

Margin Margin p 

LC Remaining day of life cycle p 

'-··-··""~~----

Figure 4-6: The factors selected as criteria to subject the beneficial case 
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Actual result after deletion 

High Maintaining high Loss of high 

Factor for beneficial beneficial cases beneficial case 

measuring case Utility method Relative benef~ Utility method Relative benefit 
benefit (amount) Amount % Amount % Amount % Amount 
One factor 25 15 60 25 100 10 40 
Two factor 22 12 54.55 22 100 10 45.45 
Three factor 12 2 33.34 12 100 8 66.66 
Four factor 11 :: 36.37 11 10( 7 63.63 

Table 4-3: The result of deletion with Relative benefit method VS Utility method 

!---------------·-----·---------- ·---·-·---········- ...... - --- ---------·-·--1 

I 120 i::::::,::::··:':'::::::::.:::::::"': I 

100 

One Two Three 
i :;; 

I ~ 
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benefit of a case 

Four 
factor 

!

--··-·-····---··- -·- ------
-+-Utility method 

--II- Relative benefit 
method 

-·······-·····------·--

i 

l

b Amount of factor to measure a 

------- ------ ---

__J 

VI 
VI 
.2 

70T':'>'"'7""'':;·:;:;::'"''''H> 
60 

One Two Three Four 
factor factor factor factor 

Cij 
~ Amount of factor to measure benefit 
b of a case 

L ________ _ 

I-+- Utility method -1 I 

I ........ Relative bene.fit j I 

I mefuod I 

Figure 4-7: The comparison of using different amount of factors 

as a criterion to subject beneficial case 
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Experimental 2: 

The previous experimental is re-studied again but both deletion methods are 

compared in the environment of different case base sizes, 25, 50, 75, and 100. The 

procedure of step for testing is as follows: 

Step of Experimental 

Get parameter; 
/*from user input from terminal: Start with AvgFR till CL factor*/ 

Procedure ExperimentalStep (AvgFR,AvgFS,Margin,LC In,CompareResult Out) As 

Begin 
/* NumberOfLase start with 25 and increase by 25 till I 00 *I 
NumberOfLase := 25; 
For NumberOfLase.value = 25 to 100 
Loop NumberOfLase; 

Insert case.data 
Into case table as equal to NumberOfLase.value; 

/*Factor.values start with I and increase by 1 till 4 */ 
Factor.values := I; 
For Factor.values= 1 to 4 
Loop Factor 

If Factor.values Then 
FactorParameter := 'AvgFR' ; 

Elsif Factor.values = 2 Then 
FactorParameter := 'AvgFR' and 'AvgFS'; 

Elsif Factor.values = 3 Then 
FactorParameter := 'AvgFR' and 'AvgFS' and 'Margin'; 

Elsif Factor.values = 4 Then 
FactorParameter := 'AvgFR' and 'AvgFS' and 'Margin' and 'LC'; 

End if; 
I* this area will be combine all parameter that choose by user together*/ 

I* Compute classification will used the FactorParameter for calculate 

EndofLife,low,medium,high values) */ 
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Call Compute classification case(EndofLife,Low,Medium,High); 
/*Call Delete case by Relative Benefit Method*/ 
Call MaintainanceRB(AvgFR,AvgFS,Margin,LC); 
/* Call Delete case by utility Method;*/ 
Call MaintainanceUB Method; 
CompareResult; 
Return CompareResult; 
Increase Factor.value by 1; 
Do Factor.values till Factor.values is False ; 

Exit Factor Process; 
End Loop Factor; 

Increase NumberOfCase.values by 25; 
Do NumberOfCase.values till NumberOfCase.values is False; 
Exit NumberOfCase Process; 
End Loop NumberOfCase; 
End Experimenta/Step Procedure; 

Figure 4.7: Algorithm ofExperimentalStep 
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Actual result after deletion 

High Maintaining high beneficial 
cases Loss of high benefit case Factor for beneficial 

measuring case Utility method Relative benefit Utility method Relative benefi1 

benefit amount) Amount % Amount % Amount % Amount % 

One factor 13 11 84.62 13 10G 2 15.38 c 0 
Size 25 Two factor 6 5 83.34 6 10C 1 16.66 c 0 

Three factor 8 6 75 8 100 2 25 0 0 
Four factor E 6 7E 8 10C 2 2e c ( 

One factor 25 15 60 25 100 10 40 0 0 
Size 50 Two factor 22 12 54.55 22 100 10 45.45 0 0 

Three factor 12 2 33.34 12 100 8 66.66 0 0 
Four factor 11 3 36.37 11 10( 7 63.63 ( c 
One factor 32 13 40.63 13 100 19 59.37 a 0 

Size 75 Two factor 30 10 33.34 10 100 20 66.66 a 0 
Three factor 18 5 27.78 5 100 13 72.22 0 0 
Four factor 17 6 35.3 € 100 11 64.7 ( 0 
One factor 35 14 40 35 100 21 60 0 0 

Size 100 rrwo factor 32 12 37.5 32 100 20 62.5 0 0 
Three factor 23 8 34.79 23 100 15 65.21 0 0 
Four factor 22 7 31.82 22 100 15 68.18 0 0 

Table 4-4: The result of deletion with Relative benefit method VS Utility method 

in different case base sized 
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Figure 4-9: The comparison between Relative benefit method and Utility method 

in different sizes of case base 
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4.3 Result Analysis 

From the previous experimental, the result can be discussed as below: 

Clearly, the relative benefit based method is maintaining the cases that have high 

benefit in a viewpoint of sales for the domain of electronic shop whereas utility method 

maintain the beneficial cases less than relative benefit method because it has no 

understanding of the benefit in a viewpoint of sales, therefore, the high beneficial cases 

may be deleted from the case base system. 

Figure 4-7 illustrates the graphs of comparison between deletion by relative 

benefit method and utility method in different amount of factors used as criterion to 

subject beneficial cases. The relative benefit method still can maintain the high beneficial 

cases. In contrast, some high beneficial cases can be deleted from the system by the 

utility method. 

Figure 4-9 shows that the relative benefit still works very well in the incremental 

of case bases size. The cases deleted by this method are firstly selected and measured that 

they are low beneficial cases concerning with various factors. The high beneficial case 

must not be deleted from the system whereas the high beneficial cases may or may not be 

deleted from the system by utility method. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In case base maintenance, there are many current researches focusing on the 

competence of case base system and its performance. This thesis started with an 

argument that the competence and performance of a case is not mainly contribution in 

every domain especially in sales processing within electronic shop environment. In fact, 

the performance of retrieval is deepened on the speed of Internet linked and system 

performance of customer side. This paper shows that case attributes and transactions of a 

case can be a practical use to identify relative benefit value for guidance either case in 

deletion policy. This thesis also described how fuzzy theory is valued to subject and 

classify the benefit level to each case in incremental updated of case base. 

The relative benefit based method focuses on taking necessary factors involved in 

sales processing in electronic shop such as average frequency of retrieval, average 

frequency of sell, margin, and stilling sold to be a criterion for using to identify the 

relative benefit value used to measure and subject beneficial case. 

The high beneficial cases must be maintained in the system whereas deletion 

should minimize the loss of high beneficial cases. The case that has low relative benefit 

value or low benefit group is selected for deletion. However, the study of stopping the 

intrusive reduction is important advances for case base maintenance in the future study. 
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